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H-Announce

Peter Knupfer, H-Net

and Announcements

ANNOUNCING H-ANNOUNCE
H-NET DISTRIBUTION LIST FOR NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS

Sponsored by
H-Net, Humanities & Social Sciences On-line, Michigan State University

H-Announce is a moderated one-way distribution list for H-Net's
Announcements Digest (events, upcoming conferences, calls for papers,
publications [new journals, journal announcements], programs,
workshops, funding, fellowships, new websites of enduring interest to
scholars and teachers, news from H-Net and its affiliates, etc.);
H-Net's Job Guide Index; Books Reviewed on the Web; and the H-NCC
newsletter from the National Coordinating Committee for the Promotion
of History. H-NCC is still available by individual subscription as
well. The list is a new iteration of the previously internal H-Net
list used to distribute announcements to list editors who then select
pertinent items for posting to their lists. The list is still
available to editors, who may select materials for posting to their
subscribers.

H-Announce will not accept announcements submissions directly: all
events-related materials posted via H-Announce originate with entries
to the H-Net Academic Announcements web site, periodicity to be
determined by the volume and availability of entries there:
http://www.h-net.msu.edu/announce/

Persons wishing to submit items for H-Announce should visit the
Academic Announcements site to prepare their entries for web and email
distribution.

The Announcements Digest will be distributed as abbreviated versions of
full entries available at the Academic Events web site. To view an
entire announcement, click or paste its URL from the announcements
digest, or order individual entries by electronic mail; instructions
can be found in every announcements digest.

H-Announce is FREE. It is edited by H-Net staff to filter out

http://www.h-net.msu.edu/announce/
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inappropriate posts, clean up submitted copy, and ensure completeness
of entries. Advertisements, direct-marketing or mass-mailing posts,
chain letters, electronic petitions, lobbying campaign material, and
partisan political announcements will not be posted to
H-Announce. Distribution through H-Announce is not equivalent to
distribution by any or all H-Net lists; list editors retain the
discretion to reject or post announcements sent directly to their lists
as well as through H-Announce. Authors should be advised that H-Net's
LISTSERV software is programmed to treat multiple mass-mailings to
lists as spam and to deny further list access to the sender for 24
hours; authors of announcements intended for wide distribution beyond a
few lists therefore are urged to distribute messages to the editors and
the public by submitting them at the Academic Events site for mailing
through H-Announce, instead of sending announcements to individual lists.

H-Announce material may be freely redistributed with proper attribution
to the source, H-Net, and H-Announce. H-Net assumes no liability for
the accuracy of entries submitted through the events website; users are
cautioned to confirm with the authors of announcements.

To join H-Announce, please send a message from the account where you
wish to receive mail, to:

listserv@h-net.msu.edu

(with no signatures or styled text) and only this text:

sub h-announce firstname lastname, institution
Example: sub h-announce Leslie Jones, Pacific State U

Logs and more information can also be found at the H-Net Web Site,
located at http://h-net.msu.edu/.

Follow the instructions you receive by return mail. If you have
questions or experience difficulties in attempting to subscribe, please
send a message to:

help@mail.h-net.msu.edu

H-Net is an international network of scholars in the humanities and
social sciences that creates and coordinates electronic networks, using
a variety of media, and with a common objective of advancing humanities
and social science teaching and research. H-Net was created to provide
a positive, supportive, equalitarian environment for the friendly
exchange of ideas and scholarly resources, and is hosted by Michigan
State University. For more information about H-Net, point your web
browser to http://www.h-net.msu.edu.

http://h-net.msu.edu/
http://www.h-net.msu.edu
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